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Essentials about writing a project/thesis

Writing is all about COMMUNICATING to other people, hence it is
important to target the right AUDIENCE.

In a course project or a master thesis the audience is basically:

I the referees: mathematicians and expert mathematician

I the supervisor

I your fellow students

I ... but also interested people, fellow students, and (why not?) also
potential employers who may wish to know how you handle writing
reports or similar stuff

I ... yourself



Ingredients:

I content

I exposition in writing and style of presentation of the content

I editing and cosmetics

Hereafter we spend some words about the three and this course is all
about giving a chance to exercise.

We shall keep the presentation neutral to the habits and specific styles
common within the different areas of mathematics. These will be
experienced while working on your specific project with the guidance of
your chosen supervisor.



About the content

The Content is all about studying, understanding, digesting, chewing,
and it is the result of a process that goes in deeper spiralling rounds
down to the core.

So it is a process to start right at the beginning asking for a good
departure point to the supervisor, but also using some time to search and
experiment on a personal basis. This helps in growing into the subject!

Each field has its own tempos in the studying and digesting process. Also
the background knowledge needed maybe more or less easier to achieve
quickly, thus we leave the specifics about the growth into the content to
your own mentor.

However, remember that it is always easier to write well when ideas are
clear (at least to a reasonably good degree)! On the other side, the
process of writing helps in understanding where the black holes are.
Hence it is also good to get started on the process of writing as soon as
possible, with the natural, but for once welcomed risk, of having to
rewrite bits and pieces.



About the writing

A number of issues improve the presentation:

I Structure. Plan the structure of your project/thesis: introduction,
sections, subsections and their progression and content.

The structure should be LOGICAL and not just following the
personal meanderings of your reading. In general, even if the
learning process may have a non-linear progression, the presentation
should be linear!

The sections should be not too long and, if necessary, broken into
subsections. In general information is absorbed better in digestible
chunks. At need, the arguments could be illustrated by examples,
tables, graphs, diagrams, figures.

New concepts should be introduced at the point where they make
sense and where their relevance is clear and motivated from the
context. The relevant new notation should follow the concept.



I Notation. There are habits in each field and these have to be
followed. To be inventive when a convention is accepted, it must be
for a very good reason, otherwise it becomes a silly distraction!

The notation should be meaningful and never overloaded. Xmas
decorations are kept for the Xmas tree! So avoid profusion of sub-,
super-, multiple- indexes when not needed, as well has all forms of
hats, waves, tildes, apex, etc. if not necessary, not meaningful. Use
them on the other side, if needed in your context.



I Writing claims/proofs. In mathematics we expect to find results
well and precisely achieved.

The statements are not ambiguous or hinting, or to be
psychologically analysed. Statements are stated and they have to be
precise and complete in all their aspects: both hypothesis and
claims.

The proofs have to be logically presented. It is not just a flow of the
mind, the presentation of a proof is a work by itself and it is not
reflecting the fact that you may have taken 2 days to work out an
equality, it must be the best and easy why to present how to
progress to achieve the statement.



I Introduction. An introduction is your window. Everyone is reading
the introduction! So it must be good!

Explain the problem, how it fits in the general context, explain what
you are doing within the problem and within the general context.
Why your problem is interesting? Has this been studied before?
Then go down to say what you have done in short with a view
towards your work. Not too many technical aspects, but enough to
be able to follow. It may be worth anticipating your conclusions.

Often one is writing the introduction at the end of the work, since
this is showing how much, how deep, and to what extent you have
digested your topic.

Many of the introductory points above are already in the head of
your supervisor (he put you on the task in the first place!), but they
have to become your own understanding!

I Conclusions. A short conclusion section/chapter could be done,
maybe mostly interesting for a master thesis. A little summary of
the work and results presented, possibly an outlook into future
ambitions.



I About technical background aspects. How much detail should
be written? How much back one has to go?

Well, it is a matter of balance. No one wants to read about
Pitagora’s theorem in a master thesis, except this is your topic or
reference! One can safely assumed that it is acquired knowledge.
On the other side all fundamental background knowledge, which is
not generally covered in the courses, should be summarised, if used
in the project or thesis.

One could write a ”Background Chapter” or maybe set the things in
an ”Appendix”. This goes with the style and here the direction of
the mentor is to be followed!

I Footnotes. To be used only if necessary and not abused. If you are
using an important concept, than state it in the text! Why to set it
in font size ”tiny” when it is so fundamental? In the same way, as
general approach, one is not proving theorems in footnotes!



I Cross-references. The numbering of chapters, sections, theorems,
lemmas, propositions, remarks, examples, figures, graphs is
automatic in latex. ”Theorem 3” becomes the name of the
statement and as such it is recognised within your presentation. So
you shall use this name for reference within your work:
CROSS-REFERENCES.

The numbering of equations is also cross-referencing, hence there is
no need to number ALL equations, but surely you must UNIQUELY
number the ones you refer to within your text!

I References. We talk about REFERENCES when we use other
authors’ material. It is VERY IMPORTANT to cite your sources.
Sources must be reliable and retrievable! You always must make a
distinction between your doing and other people doing. This
substantially goes back to ethics!

For managing References, see BibTex (Martin Helsø)
For finding Reliable Sources, see Realfagbibliotek (Karoline Moe)



I SHORT D-TOUR. Copyright and sensitive material.

Possibly little applicable in your project writing, but .... let’s say this
clear.

If you use pictures with the aim of publication and diffusion
published in any place, then clear the copyright: ask for permission
of reproduction.

If you deal with data that may be sensitive (see medical datasets,
private banking, etc), then comply with the rules!

– END of D-TOUR



I Language. Writing mathematics does not mean that one has to be
dry or boring! So you can well introduce some expository sentences,
these are welcome to understand better what you have in mind.

However, this does not allow you to be sloppy or imprecise!

Scripta manent = what is written stays!

So be careful!

Also be careful to the language, wether English or Norwegian, it
should be correct!

Spell checkers exists, so use them with reason: no spell checker tells
the difference between ”FORM” and ”FROM”, but you may find
that things become unbelievable funny and wrong very quickly!



About editing and cosmetics

Well, the nicest free tool to write maths is LaTex.
This gives you the style!
For this you will be introduced to the tips and tricks needed in a basic
presentation by Martin Helsø.
Then you can become an expert, by ... practice!



Oral presentations

Well, here we can start again with the ingredients:

I content

I structure

I length (presentation is not synonymous with movie!)

I tempo and style

I editing and cosmetics – beamer

I language

I talking:



Oral presentations

Well, here we can start again with the ingredients:

I content

I structure

I length (presentation is not synonymous with movie!)

I tempo and style

I editing and cosmetics – beamer

I language

I talking:

Verba volant = Spoken words fly away!

Well, ... this is not true at an exam or in front of an audience ...
so pay attention !



... AND NOW ?



“Begin at the beginning, and go on till you come to the end: then stop.”

The King said very gravely.
Alice in Wonderland

by Lewis Carroll1

1
Credit for figure: www.aliceproject12.wordpress.com/2009/12/01/the-heros-journey-of-alice-part-3/
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